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Introduction


!  In these two lectures on Long Baseline Neutrino 
Oscillations, I want to tell you the story of these 
oscillations, both from natural sources and accelerator 
beams, in both the solar and atmospheric Δm2 ranges.


!  This is a big task, but I am aided by lectures and 
talks that have come before and will occur later in 
the Institute.

"  André de Gouvêa has covered the basics.

"  Debbie Harris has talked about sources.

"  Bob Svoboda has discussed detector technology.

"  Karsten Heeger discussed reactor neutrinos this morning.

"  There will be NOνA and T2K talks next week.

"  Mark Thomson will talk about future experiments next week.
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Introduction


!  We will explore two Δm2 regions, 
the “solar”, with���
and the “atmospheric” with���
                  for a 1 GeV ν.


!  These two regions are separated 
enough that for until quite 
recently we could consider them 
as 2-ν oscillations. 


!  The exception is that CP violation 
will come from the interference 
between the solar and 
atmospheric oscillations. 
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 λ/4 ≈ 15, 000 km,

 λ/4 ≈ 500 km,
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Introduction


!  Ironically, the first evidence for the two types of 
neutrino oscillations both came from experiments 
designed for another purpose.

"  The solar oscillations were first observed in an experiment to 

study the method of energy production in the sun.

"  The atmospheric oscillations were first observed in 

experiments searching for proton decay.

!  We will discuss neutrino oscillations in the solar mass 

range today, I hope to start on the atmospheric mass 
range today and finish it tomorrow.








The Solar Mechanism for  
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  4p →4He +2ν

  p + p →2H + e+ + νe
↓

 |
↓↓ ___________

  
3He +3He →4He +2p

 ___________ 86%  14%

 
3He +4He →7Be + γ

 |
↓↓ ___________ ___________ 14%  0.02%

  7Be + p →8B + γ  
7Be + e− →7Li + νe

  
7Li + p →4He +4He

↓

  p +
2H →3He + γ

↓

↓
  
8B →8Be* + e+ + νe

 
8Be* →4He +4He



Energy Spectrum of Solar Neutrinos
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Discovery of Neutrino Oscillations


!  The first evidence for ���
neutrino oscillations came���
from a collaboration of���
an experimenter, Ray ���
Davis, and a theorist, ���
John Bahcall, and it ���
represented the life���
work of both.���
Bahcall was trying to ���
understand the solar ���
thermonuclear process by predicting the neutrino 
spectra; Davis built the experiment to test the���
predictions, which ran for almost continuously for 26 yr.
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Davis (left) and Bahcall (right)  c. 1966 



Homestake Experiment: 1968-1994
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!  The detector was 
simply a 100,000 gallon ���
tank of dry cleaning ���
fluid, C2Cl4, deep 
underground in the 
Homestake gold mine in 
South Dakota.


!  The idea of the 
experiment was to 
measure the reaction ���

  νe +

37Cl → e− +37Ar.

Ray Davis on the catwalk, c. 1967 



Homestake Experiment


!  The Ar atoms were flushed from the tank by flowing 
He gas through it.  The Ar was then collected in a 
small proportional chamber by a series of cooling and 
heating.  The 37Ar were detected by their decay, (35 
day decay time).  There was extensive testing to 
verify the efficiency of this process.


!  The threshold for this reaction is 814 keV, just below 
the Be energy of 862 keV, so most of the expected 
data is from the (rare) B neutrinos:  77% B, 15% Be, 
and 8% other.
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Homestake Experiment Result


!  Davis’s measured rate was about 1/3 of that predicted 
by Bahcall.  The reaction to this result in what I think 
was the decreasing level of consensus:
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Homestake Experiment Result


!  Davis’s measured rate was about 1/3 of that predicted 
by Bahcall.  The reaction to this result in what I think 
was the decreasing level of consensus:

"  Bahcall is wrong.  He does not understand the sun well enough.���

The B neutrino rate is extremely dependent on the sun’s core���
temperature.
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Homestake Experiment Result


!  Davis’s measured rate was about 1/3 of that predicted 
by Bahcall.  The reaction to this result in what I think 
was the decreasing level of consensus:

"  Bahcall is wrong.  He does not understand the sun well enough.���

The B neutrino rate is extremely dependent on the sun’s core���
temperature.


"  Davis is wrong.  It is crazy to think you can collect a hundred 
Ar atoms from 615 tonnes of chlorine.
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Homestake Experiment Result


!  Davis’s measured rate was about 1/3 of that predicted 
by Bahcall.  The reaction to this result in what I think 
was the decreasing level of consensus:

"  Bahcall is wrong.  He does not understand the sun well enough.���

The B neutrino rate is extremely dependent on the sun’s core���
temperature.


"  Davis is wrong.  It is crazy to think you can collect a hundred 
Ar atoms from 615 tonnes of chlorine.


"  The solar νe’s are oscillating to other species of neutrinos.  
This is also a crazy idea because everyone knows that 
neutrinos are massless.
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Homestake Experiment Result


!  Davis’s measured rate was about 1/3 of that predicted 
by Bahcall.  The reaction to this result in what I think 
was the decreasing level of consensus:

"  Bahcall is wrong.  He does not understand the sun well enough.���

The B neutrino rate is extremely dependent on the sun’s core���
temperature.


"  Davis is wrong.  It is crazy to think you can collect a hundred 
Ar atoms from 615 t of chlorine.


"  The solar νe’s are oscillating to other species of neutrinos.  
This is also a crazy idea because everyone knows that 
neutrinos are massless.


!  Of course the last would prove to be correct. 

!  Davis was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2002.
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Going Forward


!  For about 20 years, the Homestake experiment was 
the evidence for neutrino oscillations.  


!  Other experiments began in the 1980’s and 
particularly in the 1990’s, culminating in a complete 
and convincing solution to the “solar neutrino problem” 
by 2003.


!  I am not going to try to cover all of this activity, but 
just concentrate on the experiments that moved the 
field forward in a significant way.
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Gallium Experiments


!  The chlorine experiment had the problem that it was 
mainly sensitive to B neutrinos, which were an 
extremely small fraction of the sun’s neutrino 
production and were extremely sensitive to 
temperature of the sun’s core.


!  In order to measure neutrinos that were directly 
connected to the sun’s luminosity, it was necessary to 
measure the pp neutrinos (                       ), which 
are at the starting point of chain. Doing this requires 
a detector that can detect neutrinos with a energy 
less than 400 keV.
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  p + p →2H + e+ + νe



Gallium Experiments


!  Starting around 1990, two experiment started 
measuring the pp solar neutrinos by using the reaction   ���
                        which has a threshold of 233 keV.


!  The basic idea is the same as in the chlorine 
experiment:  You get a lot of gallium, expose it to the 
sun’s neutrinos (very easy), not expose it to anything 
else (not quite as easy), collect the radioactive 
germanium, and count its decays.  


!  These experiments measure 54% pp, 27% Be, 10% B, 
and 9% other neutrinos.  
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  νe +
71Ga → e− +71Ge,



The SAGE Experiment


!  SAGE (Soviet-American Gallium Experiment) was (is) 
located 4700 m water equivalent underground at the 
Baksan Neutrino Observatory in the Caucasus 
mountains. It started in 1990 and ran until at least 
2010.


!  About 58 t of gallium is used���
as a liquid metal (melting point ���
about 30oC).  The chemical ���
extraction of germanium is ���
quite involved, ending as ���
germane (GeH4), which is ���
counted in a proportional ���
chamber. 
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The GALLEX Experiment


!  GALLEX/GNO (Gallium ���
Experiment/Gallium 
Neutrino Observatory) ran 
for 16 years between 1991 
and 2006 in the Gran Sasso ���
Laboratory in Italy at a ���
depth of 3200 m water���
equivalent.


!  GALLEX used 30 t of 
gallium in a GaCl3 + HCl ���
solution and also extracted���
the germanium as GeH4.
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Radiochemical Results and Discussion


!  Both SAGE and GALLEX got almost exactly the same 
result – the solar neutrino flux they measured was���
about half of what was expected from the sun.


!  Since they were sensitive to the major solar reaction, ���
the problem was probably not with understanding the���
sun, but understanding neutrinos, i.e., that they were ���
oscillating.


!  The limitation of these experiments was that they 
could only count neutrinos, not measure their energy���
spectrum.  They could also not prove that the 
neutrinos were coming from the sun.


!  More progress required real-time detection of 
neutrinos.
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KamiokaNDE Experiment
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!  KamiokaNDE (Kamioka Nuclear Decay���
Experiment) was an experiment in the���
Kamioka mine in Japan designed to ���
search for proton decay.  It was a���
water Cerenkov detector with 3000 t ���
of water and about 1000 50-cm ���
photomultipliers. 


!  It started running in 1983 and was ���
upgraded (Kamiokande II) a couple of���
years later to reduce the backgrounds ���
(mostly radon) so that it could detect ���
B solar neutrinos, which it succeeded ���
in doing by 1987.
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Kamiokande II


!  Kamiokande II detected���
B neutrinos through ���
observing their elastic���
scattering off electrons, ���
                      In this ���
reaction, the electron tends���
to keep the neutrino ���
direction.  Thus, as seen ���
here, the pointing to the ���
sun was demonstrated, but ���
at about half the expected���
rate – one more conformation ���
and piece of information on oscillations���
. 
   


  νe + e− → νe + e−.



Super-Kamiokande


!  Super-Kamiokande was the���
follow-up to Kamiokande.  It ���
is also a cylindrical water ���
Cerenkov detector, but with���
an order of magnitude more���
mass.  50,000 t of water and over 11,000 50-cm ���
photomultipliers.  Depth of 1000 m water equivalent. 


!  SK played an important role in every aspect of neutrino 
oscillations from its start in 1996 to the present and it 
will continue to do so for at least another decade.


!  Masatoshi Koshiba, the founder of Kamiokande and SK, ���
shared the Novel Prize in 2002 with Ray Davis.
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Super-Kamiokande 1998
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After  504 days of running


 
 

  cosθSun Allowed


SMA


LMA


Low
Forbidden 

by SK d/n




SNO (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory)


!  We can now turn to the two experiments that have had���
the most decisive measurements of solar neutrinos: ���
SNO and KamLAND.  


!  The SNO was a spherical water���
Cerenkov detector with 1000 t ���
of pure heavy water, D2O.  It ���
was located deep (6000 m water���
equivalent) in a nickel mine near���
Sudbury, Ontario.


!  Its aim was to measure solar���
neutrinos, independently of solar���
model calculations.
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SNO Measurements


!  SNO does this by measuring three reactions, each of���
which has a different dependence on the type of���
neutrino:

"  Elastic scattering off electrons (ES): 


#                         because       have CC and NC interactions

#  The electron is detected pointing away from the sun.


"  Charged current (CC): 

#  Only  
  .  Angular distribution is 2:1 toward the sun.

#  The electron carries almost all of the energy, so B neutrino ���

energy distortions can be studied.

"  Neutral current (NC): 


#  All ν’s. Signal is n capture in 3 different stages of the experiment:

On d (6.25 MeV γ, ε = 25%); on Cl, in NaCl (8.6 MeV γ, ε = 83% ); ���
Direct capture on 3He in proportional chambers 
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 ν + e− → ν + e−

  νe : ν
µ
: ν

τ
= 6 : 1 : 1   νe' s

 νe + d → p + p + e−

  νe' s

 ν + d → n + p + ν



SNO Results


!  SNO ran between 1999 and 2008.  As more and more���
data were collected from SK and SNO, it became clear���
that the LMA ���
solution was correct.


!  SNO produced a plot ���
similar to the one on ���
the right by 2002. ���
It demonstrates that ���
solar      are oscillating ���
to              , ���
independent of the���
solar model.
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  νe 's
 νµ 's and ν

τ
's



!  What would the SNO result look like if electron ���
neutrinos from the sun did not oscillate?


!  The plot to the right shows that everything works. 

"  The scale on the bottom ���

(erased) would indicate ���
whether the solar model ���
is corrector not.  


"  IF it is, then the bands���
would converge to about ���
4.5.


"  If it is not, then they ���
would converge to another���
value.


SNO Results: What if case 1.
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!  What would the SNO result look like if electron ���
neutrinos oscillate to sterile neutrinos?


!  The plot to the right shows that the three 
measurements would���
not cross at a single���
point, because the���
bands were drawn ���
under the assumption ���
that the      oscillate���
into  


SNO Results: What if case 2.
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  νe 's
 νµ 's and ν

τ
's.



KamLAND


!  KamLAND (Kamioka Liquid scintillator AntiNeutrino 
Detector) was the only experiment to detect neutrinos���
in the solar mass range that were not from the sun.���
Rather they ���
came from all���
the reactors in ���
Japan and even ���
some in Korea.���
Many were ���
within 180 km.
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KamLAND


!  The KamLAND detector was 1000 t of liquid scintillator���
in the old Kamiokande cavern (2700 m water equivalent). 


!  Reactors are sources of    , which are always detected���
by a coincidence measurement of inverse beta decay: ���
                  .  The ���
annihilation gives a ���
prompt signal, from which���
the    energy can be���
deduced, and the n ���
capture on H gives a���
characteristic 2.2 MeV ���
γ typically 200 µs later.
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 νe

 νe

 νe + p → e+ + n  e+

 νe



KamLAND


!  KamLAND ran from 2002 to 2009 and in 2011 converted���
itself into a neutrinoless double beta decay experiment ���
under the name of���
KamLAND-Zen.


!  The plot shows some���
of its oscillation ���
data (at the 2nd���
oscillation maximum).


!  This proof that the���
LMA solution is ���
correct and provides���
a very precise���
measure of      .
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2



KamLAND and Solar Combined


!  The final numbers are���
���
���
���



!  These are both < 2.5%���
measurements, obtained ���
40 years after the start ���
of Ray Davis’s historic���
experiment.


!  This is the end of the solar story.  Next, we���
will explore the atmospheric mass range.
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 sin
2(2θ12 ) = 0.846 ± 0.021

  Δm21
2 = (7.53 ± 0.18) × 10−5 eV2
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Atmospheric Neutrino Oscillations


!  Starting as early as 1988, as a background to their 
searches for proton decay, underground detectors 
measured neutrinos produced when cosmic rays ���
interact with the atmosphere.


!  The typical process is���
���
���
���



!  This process yields roughly 2���
for every    .
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p +N →X + π ±

|→ µ +ν
µ

|→ e +ν
e
+ν

µ

ν
µ

 νe



Atmospheric Neutrino Detection


!  Note that the detection of atmospheric neutrinos is 
quite different that the detection of solar neutrinos.

"  Solar neutrinos are (usually) detected be elastic scattering off 

electrons.  For the most part, they have energies < 15 MeV.

"  Atmospheric neutrinos need to be detected by charged current 

interactions off nuclei, since      need to be distinguished from���
    .  These interactions will usually have at least a few 
hundred MeV.


!  Further, most useful information on atmospheric 
neutrinos will come from water Cerenkov detectors.  
Protons with momenta less than 1 GeV and pions with 
momenta less than 160 MeV will be invisible in these���
detectors.  This will limit their pointing ability.
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  νe' s
 νµ' s



Early Data -- 1988


!  The Kamiokande experiment seems to be the first to ���
notice that it is not seeing enough       in the 
atmospheric data.  In 1988, it publishes a paper saying 
that it sees (105 ± 11)% of the      it expects, but only 
(59 ± 7)% of the      it expects.


!  The only mention of neutrino oscillations is the last 
sentence of the paper: “Some as-yet-unaccounted-for 
physics such as neutrino oscillations might explain the 
data.”
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 νµ' s

  νe' s
 νµ' s



Early Data -- 1992


!  The IMB experiment, another water Cerenkov proton 
decay experiment in the Morton salt mine in Ohio sees 
similar results to Kamiokande, but is cautious in its 
conclusions: “Neutrino oscillations are a possible, but 
not necessary, explanation of the data.”


!  Two other proton decay experiments, Fréjus and 
NUSEX (both in tunnels connecting France and Italy), ���
which use iron plates and gas chambers, claim that 
there is no     deficit in their data.
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ν
µ



Early Data -- 1992


!  The Kamiokande experiment has by 
now doubled its 1988 data and is 
taking the atmospheric data 
seriously enough to make a plot of 
the allowed region for           
consistent with its data and 
exclusion data from Fréjus and���
accelerator short-baseline 
experiments.


!  As far as I know, this is the first ���
example of this plot, which we will 
see refined up to the present.
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ν
µ
→ ν

τ

K. S. Hirata et al., Phys. Lett. B280, 146 (1992) 



Early Data -- 1994


!  The 1992 Kamiokande data was all 
with E < 1.33 GeV.  In 1994, data���
at higher energy is published. (I 
am showing this just to explain 
another figure you will see soon.)


!  In this period, there was also 
confirming data from the Soudan 
experiment, like Fréjus and 
NUSEX, an iron and gas proton 
decay experiment in the Soudan 
mine in northern Minnesota.
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Y. Fukuda et al., Phys. Lett. B 335, 237 (1994)  



Super-Kamiokande 1998


!  In 1998, the elephant, SK, enters the room.  With 
22.5 t of fiducial mass, it overpowers the other 
experiments.
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Y. Fukuda et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 1562 (1998) 



Super-Kamiokande 1998 and 2005
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Y. Fukuda et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 1562 (1998) http://www-sk.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/sk/physics/atmnu-e.html 



Super-Kamiokande 1998 and 2005
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Y. Fukuda et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 1562 (1998) Y. Ashie et al., Phys. Rev. D 71, 112005 (2005) 



Super-Kamiokande 2005 Overlay
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Super-Kamiokande 2005 Overlay
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